Definition and Purpose of Group Coaching:

What is group coaching?

Group coaching is a powerful, effective, and efficient way for persons in small groups to realize the benefits of coaching.

------

The aim of group coaching is to maximize the energy, experience and perspectives of the group dynamics to achieve personal and group goals.

Benefits to students and alumni

Students and alumni will:

- Learn a proven process for identifying your career direction and building a successful career
- Participate in a collaborative approach to career design and job search
- Increase networking opportunities
- Improve job search skills
- Have an opportunity to brainstorm and exchange ideas
- Receive support of peers with similar concerns and challenges

What are the goals of the Group Coaching Program?

Other benefits include:

- To provide an opportunity to collaborate with like minded individuals who have a common goal
- To build relationships that continue long after the completion of the program
- To increase motivation and commitment to building a successful career
- To empower and create greater personal accountability and responsibility to achieving desired results
- To support resource sharing
- To grow your network and building community
- To focus on moving forward with your career and/or job search

A team spirit emerges in this environment. Each person brings with them their own life experiences and participants can inspire and support each other through their combined energies in a confidential and non judgmental environment.

Program Overview

Participants will have the opportunity to create a strategy that will lead to a successful career path in our “New Economy.” This program is designed for individuals who are action oriented and ready to make productive, real-time progress toward achieving their overall job search/career objectives.

New Groups are Forming Now!

For more information email Holly McFarland at holly.mcfarland@franklin.edu or call 614.947.6799.